International Exchange Programme
Consent Form for Hosting Exchange Student
(To be filled in by Parent of TSVS student)
Our school firmly believes in providing opportunities for students to participate in National and International events (Conferences,
Exchanges, Service Projects, MUN etc.) to prepare them as true global citizens of tomorrow with a better world perspective.After
having achieved tremendous success in RSIC 2014, we intend to encourage students to undertake International Exchanges for
greater exposure and a deeper insight of the world. Such opportunities will groom children for leadership roles in the future, as
Exchanges are a wonderful platform for the holistic growth of the student and it equips them with confidence to step out in the world
of tomorrow. We are glad that you have exhibited keen interest in sending your child for an Exchange and are also willing to host a
student from a foreign country.

Few Considerations:
1.

As the host family you are expected to ensure safety and well being of the student and provide a fair amount of cultural
exposure to the child.

2.

Health and Hygiene of the Exchange Student is of prime concern therefore needful precautionary measures may be taken
to avoid health related issues/complications. For eg: Water borne ailments, Also,certain dietary changes may be required
to be made, keeping in mind the food habits of the exchange student.

3.

You are expected to remain in touch with the Exchange Coordinator and the Round Square Representative of the school
to keep them updated with pertinent information with regards to the Exchange Student.You may report any problematic
behavioral issues that need to be addressed.

4.

The Exchange Student should also remain in touch with his /her parents and the School Exchange Representative whilst
staying with you.

5.

You are requested to provide facilities like Internet/Skype etc as per your convenience .This will be payable by the
Exchange Student.

6.

You will be requested to organize an outstation tour (probably Golden Triangle or Indore, Mandu etc.) as per your
convenience. Expenditure incurred will be deducted from the exchange student’s deposited amount.

Prohibitions:

1.

Consumptions of Hard Drinks and smoking is strictly prohibited for the student on exchange.

2.

Driving a vehicle is strictly prohibited for the student on exchange.

Please refer to the "Exchange Student Handbook” uploaded on the school Website for any further information on exchanges

CONSENT FORM

I father/mother of _____________________________ studying in class ____________
do here by permit my child to participate in the Exchange Programme with the
following school .
Name of Foreign School______________________________________________________
Name of child________________________________________________________________
Approximate duration of Hosting_____________________________________________
We also hereby confirm that we will send our child for the reciprocal Exchange to the above mentioned school as per the time and
plan recommended by school and on mutual understanding.
I/We confirm that I/We have read the attached information in respect of the
Exchange and hereby give consent based upon such information.

SIGNATURE OF PARENT/S OR GUARDIAN/S_________________________________
ADDRESS:___________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________ DATE _______________________________
TEL: HOME_______________________________ BUSINESS_______________________

